
„Zsuzsi Tóth Memorial Paragliding Accuracy Competition” 
Local Regulation 

 
Hereby we announce an FAI-2 international open paragliding accuracy landing competition in the Gödöllő 
Airfield. 
We welcome all visitors who want to compete, novice and experienced competitors as well. The location is a 
practice hill terrain, offers excellent launch conditions for almost every wind direction. (Follow the tarmac road 
until the end of the village, go on the dirt road and turn right.) 
 
This competition is international open FAI-2 sanctioned competition for maximum 100 pilots. 
 
Date: 
From 13th of August to 14th of August 2022. Saturday-Sunday 
(Reserve: 2nd of October) 
 
Location: 
 

 
 
The following categories will be evaluated: 
- Overall 
- Female, 
- Tandem, 
- Team 
- Junior (youngest) 
- Veteran (oldest) 
 
Tandem rules: 
In case of tandem two persons are registered as competitor, pilot and passenger. No pilot- or passenger-
substitute is possible during the competition. The tandem rules are equal to the solo overall, with the addition 
that place of first ground touch can be either the pilots or the passengers leg, which was earlier. Before the end 



of the competition, Organizing commitee can decide to stop the tandem category earlier than the overall (with 
less completed rounds), in case we see that not enough time remained for both. Tandem rounds and overall 
rounds may be separated, it is not essential to wait with beginning of new round in overall competition until 
tandem round is finished. Same pilot can be also solo and tandem pilot, but solo competition is preferred, 
everyone must pursue to keep the solo competition ordering. Keeping tandems order is not required, we haldle 
this with flexibility (in favour of overall category). 
 
Teams rules: maximum 4 pilots can form a team, and the best 3 result are counted in every rounds. Teams with 
under 3 pilots get 500 points per missing members per rounds. 
 
Rookie category: Rookie is each pilot who participated less than 3 FAI-2 competitions until now and never won 
medal in overall or rookie category. 
 
Junior: The youngest pilot who can achieve less than 500 points at least once. 
 
Veteran: The oldest pilot who can achieve less than 500 points at least once. 
 
The competition is FAI-2 sanctioned and rules are according to FAI rules written in Section 7C. Target is 500 cm. 
Everyone can participate with valid pilot ratings, and with checked glider and equipment. Pilots without FAI 
competitor licence can participate and will get every services (listed in overall category), but they cannot win 
any prize and get WPRS points. In case an unlicenced pilot would finish in awarded place, the next licenced pilot 
gets the award. 
The competition is planned to continue until the maximum 6 rounds. 
 
Entry fees: 
The entry fee: 10000 HUF or 25 EUR 
Tandem registration: 10000 HUF or 25 EUR. 
Team registration is free. 
The service for entry fee includes: organization, whinches, FAI certified judges, cups and medals, dinner, 
presents for competitors. 
 
PLANNED SCHEDULE: 
Registration:   13th August Saturday 7:00-9:00 at the HQ ont he Airfield house 
 
Competition days: 
13th August Saturday 
Briefing 9:30 on the airfield 
Competition 10:00-20:00  
14th August Sunday 
Briefing 7:30 on the airfield 
Competition 8:00-18:00  

 
Ceremony:  20:00 at hte HQ 
 
During the registration also pilot numbers are drawn. Who arrives late, can join the current round of the 
competition, with the last number +1. 
 
Programme may be altered due to weather conditions, all changes will be announced officially. 
Last weather forecast info (decision on postponing) will be announced on Facebook: on Thursday. 
The competition is also the event of Hungarian Championship. 
 
 


